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While our perceptual experience seems to unfold continuously over time, episodic memory preserves
distinct events for storage and recollection. Previous work shows that stability in encoding context
serves to temporally bind individual items into sequential composite events. This phenomenon has been
almost exclusively studied using visual and spatial memory paradigms. Here we adapt these paradigms
to test the role of speaker regularity for event segmentation of complex auditory information. The results
of our auditory paradigm replicate the ﬁndings in other sensory modalities—ﬁnding greater within-event
temporal memory for items within speaker-bound events and greater source memory for items at
speaker or event transitions. The task we use signiﬁcantly extends the ecological validity of past paradigms by allowing participants to encode the stimuli without any suggestions on the part of the experimenter. This unique property of our design reveals that, while memory performance is strongly
dependent on self-reported mnemonic strategy, behavioral effects associated with event segmentation
are robust to changes in mnemonic strategy. Finally, we consider the effect of serial position on segmentation effects during encoding and present a modeling approach to estimate the independent contribution
of event segmentation. These ﬁndings provide several lines of evidence suggesting that contextual stability in perceptual features drives segmentation during word listening and supports a modality-independent role for mechanisms involved in event segmentation.
Keywords: event segmentation, acoustic boundaries, temporal order memory, episodic memory, spoken words
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Howard & Kahana, 2002; Polyn et al., 2009). Speciﬁcally, stability
in environmental properties contribute to better cued and serial memory for items belonging to the same context compared with those
spanning a contextual boundary (Clewett & Davachi, 2017; Clewett
et al., 2020; DuBrow & Davachi, 2013, 2016; Heusser et al., 2018;
Horner et al., 2016). Furthermore, enhanced associative memory has
been observed for items occurring at context shifts or boundaries
(Swallow et al., 2011; Swallow et al., 2009; Zwaan, 1996). Together,
this work underscores that event structure can arise from context
changes in the absence of a surprising stimulus or an explicit prediction error (DuBrow & Davachi, 2016).
Event segmentation has been almost exclusively investigated
using visual and spatial memory paradigms (Baldassano et al.,
2017; Clewett & Davachi, 2017; Horner et al., 2016; Howard &
Kahana, 2002; Olman et al., 2009; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003). As
in spatial navigation, complex auditory signals, such as spoken language and music, contain composite events with ordered constituents; however, little is known about the environmental conditions
which facilitate event segmentation for such signals. Unlike visual
and spatial domains, the auditory system relies on constant acoustic
change for effective perception. Furthermore, prior work has demonstrated marked differences in memory abilities across vision and
audition (Cohen et al., 2011, 2009; Morey & Mall, 2012; Xu et al.,
2020), suggesting a possible asymmetry for encoding these signals.

It has long been shown that humans perceive and can identify
boundaries between every day experiences (Kurby & Zacks, 2008;
Newtson, 1973; Zacks et al., 2007; Zacks & Swallow, 2007). Over
the past decade, research has uncovered that context shifts in stimulus properties or goal-state have marked consequence for the relationship between items in long-term memory (Clewett & Davachi,
2017; DuBrow & Davachi, 2016; Ezzyat & Davachi, 2011;
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It is unclear whether event segmentation in the auditory domain
also relies on context shifts in perceptual properties. This domain of
research generally deﬁnes event boundaries as shifts in perceptual
context, and we follow this sense here. Similarly, we refer to the
sequentially bounded representations that emerge from such boundaries as events or episodes in memory. In the current study, we
investigate the role of transitions in speakers for segmenting individually spoken words into distinct episodes in memory. To this
end, we adapt procedures from sequence memory paradigms (Clewett & Davachi, 2017; Heusser et al., 2018), which leverage source
memory and temporal order memory performance as markers for
event segmentation under controlled settings. Given the multisensory nature of events in everyday life, we expect that segmentation
effects in visual memory paradigms should extend to auditory
sequences under controlled conditions.
The current paradigm addresses limitations in the ecological validity of typical approaches by allowing participants to encode the
stimuli without explicit task instructions or suggested strategy on
the part of the experimenter. This divergence from previous
research isolates the effect of perceptual context unconfounded by
task-related changes across event boundaries (e.g., when participants are asked to provide subjective ratings with respect to stimulus features; (Clewett et al., 2020; DuBrow & Davachi, 2016;
Heusser et al., 2018, 2016; Pu et al., 2022; Sols et al., 2017; Wen
& Egner, 2022). Furthermore, this approach allows us to examine
how unprompted mnemonic strategies inﬂuence both overall
memory performance as well as event segmentation behavior.
Notably, research into the role of reward prediction errors (as
opposed to shifts in perceptual context) have shown signiﬁcant
event segmentation effects without explicit encoding instructions
(Rouhani et al., 2018, 2020), and naturalistic studies into event
segmentation often involve passive listening or viewing as well
(Baldassano et al., 2017; Michelmann et al., 2021). Finally, we
consider serial position effects (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Murdock, 1962) as a potential confounding factor in our paradigm and
use a model ﬁtting approach to estimate segmentation effects independent of serial position effects.
An account for event segmentation during spoken word listening serves to considerably advance our understanding of sequential
representation and operations extensively studied in the auditory
domain (Dehaene et al., 2015). Furthermore, such work expands
on the modality-dependent nature of behavioral and neuroscientiﬁc ﬁndings from visual memory studies. To our knowledge, the
consequences of such modality-dependent differences (if any)
have not been systematically explored in the literature.

Materials and Method
Participants
Native English-speaking participants (N = 56; 37 females; mean
age 24.8 years, range 18–53) were recruited from New York University and the New York Metropolitan Area. In total, the experiment lasted approximately one hour. Subjects were compensated
for their participation. The study was approved by the local institutional review board (New York University’s Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects).

Auditory Stimuli
The materials included a set of 512 word stimuli, collected from
the English Lexicon Project (ELP), which could be categorized
into groups based on semantic and linguistic features (Balota et
al., 2007). Based on ELP’s part-of-speech codes and capitalization, the set of words was reduced to a list containing only common nouns. Nouns were then arranged into eight groups based on
the number of syllables and their written frequency. Based on the
Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) frequency norms
(Balota et al., 2007; Lund & Burgess, 1996), words were binned
into two equal groups based on their written-frequency: low-frequency referring to words with a log frequency of 7 or lower and
high-frequency to words with a log frequency of 7 or higher.
Furthermore, words were grouped by semantic category (e.g.,
plants, mammals, and birds). Category labels came from Battig
and Montague’s (B&M) category norming data (Van Overschelde
et al., 2004), which consists of groups of word exemplars provided
by participants in response to verbal prompts of roughly 56 categories (e.g., frequent responses to “weather” includes climate, blizzard, cyclone, sunshine, and thunder, as exemplars). Items not
listed in B&M were hand-labeled by a trained psycholinguist.
While we did not directly manipulate semantic category in the current paradigm, this approach ensures a wide variety of category
members across the experiment. After forming category groupings
based on these criteria, we chose to include only consonant initial
words, since few complete categories (requiring eight items per
group) included vowel-initial words. Finally, word groups had to
share placement of the primary stress on the same syllable (e.g.,
begonia and hibiscus have stress on the second syllable). For
groups that did not have enough items, we looked to other sources
for suitable words, including Wikipedia lists and the University of
South Florida word association norms (Nelson et al., 2004).
The resulting word stimuli were recorded by four speakers (two
female and two male) whose native language is American English.
The words were recorded in mono at 48 kHz in a soundproof audio
booth. Recordings were then preprocessed using Adobe Audition CC
2018. This included using a high-pass ﬁlter with a threshold at 80 Hz
to reduce low-frequency noise. Using a 30 s silent recording before
each stimulus recording session, ambient noise was regressed from
the recording. Next, we applied an automatic audio segmentation protocol to parse the word stimuli from the continuous data ﬁle. A quality
assessment was then performed to ensure successful word segmentation and to remove leftover noise in the audio ﬁles (clicks, skips, etc.).
Finally, the word stimuli were exported to .wav format and signal amplitude was normalized across stimuli and speakers. To meet the constraints of the current experiment (described in Task Design and
Procedures), we further pruned each eight-item group to include only
six items per group, based on results from a lexical-decision task provided by the ELP (Balota et al., 2007). Table 1 shows the example
grouping for six stimuli sets used in the current experiment.

Task Design and Procedures
To evaluate the role of speaker transitions in event segmentation,
we extend a previously validated visual sequence memory paradigm
(Heusser et al., 2018; Figure 1). The task was constructed using the
Psychophysics Toolbox (http://psychtoolbox.org/) running on an
Apple Macintosh OSX operating system. Participants underwent 16
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Table 1
Example Groupings of Items Based on Semantic Category, Frequency, and Syllables
Low frequency*

High frequency

1-syllable
Food

2-syllable
Tool

3-syllable
Flower

4-syllable
Profession

1-syllable
Mammal

2-syllable
Relative

3-syllable
Place

4-syllable
Event

Quiche
Mousse
Flan
Scone
Bisque
Curd

Grinder
Scraper
Beater
Strainer
Peeler
Cleaver

Poinsettia
Hibiscus
Hyacinth
Peony
Petunia
Gardenia

Neurologist
Cartographer
Stenographer
Geneticist
Pathologist
Technologist

Dog
Horse
Bear
Cat
Bull
Fox

Mother
Sister
Cousin
Father
Daughter
Brother

Gallery
Residence
Hospital
Restaurant
Cinema
Studio

Reservation
Graduation
Celebration
Recreation
Meditation
Consultation
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* Low frequency refers to log frequency , 7.0, high frequency indicates . 7.0 log frequency.

experimental blocks; each consisted of an encoding session, followed by an order memory test, and ﬁnally a source memory test.
During the encoding session, subjects listened to a list of 24 words,
in which every six consecutive words were read by a single speaker
before transitioning to a new speaker for the next six items. As
such, the speakers’ voices deﬁned four perceptually distinct eventsequences of six successive words per event. To promote perceptual

transitions across event boundaries, male and female voices were
alternated in their presentation, such that a male voice was always
followed by a female voice or vice versa. To control for word properties at the block-level, word stimuli were blocked such that words
contained the same number of syllables and were either high or low
written-frequency. This resulted in two blocks (48 total words) per
stimulus class (e.g., one syllable, high written-frequency words).

Figure 1

Auditory Event Boundary Task

Note. (1) During each block (16 total), participants listened to a series of 24 words. Each set of six consecutive items was
read by a distinct speaker (alternating male/female speakers). (2) This was followed by an order memory test to assess temporal memory for items within (second and sixth) and across event-boundaries (ﬁfth and third). (3) Next, subjects were
given a source memory test and asked to indicate whether a speciﬁc word was said by a male or female speaker. Source
memory was tested for the ﬁrst (boundary) and fourth (nonboundary) items within each event. Items in both the temporal
order and source memory tests were shown visually. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.
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Given these constraints, stimuli were randomized across subjects,
and speaker order was varied within blocks. As such, category memberships of the word stimuli (see Table 1) were randomized such that
only speakers’ voices demarcated event boundaries. Word stimuli
were preceded by a 1 s ITI period and followed by a 3 s silent period
before the onset of the next word. A ﬁxation cross was presented at
the center of the screen throughout the encoding session. In contrast
to prior work (DuBrow & Davachi, 2016; Heusser et al., 2018), subjects were only instructed to memorize the order of the words and
were not given an explicit task during the encoding phase.
Following the encoding session, subjects were given an order
memory test, in which two previously heard words were visually
presented side by side. Participants were asked to indicate which
word was presented ﬁrst during the encoding phase and also indicate their memory conﬁdence (high/low conﬁdence, HC/LC).
Hence, there were a total of four responses during each test trial
(right ﬁrst HC, right ﬁrst LC, left ﬁrst HC, or left ﬁrst LC). Each
temporal memory test consisted of four “within-event” word pairs
(one per event) and three “across-event” word pairs. Speciﬁcally,
the second and sixth items were tested within-events, while acrossevent pairs consisted of the ﬁfth element in an event and the third
element in the following event. As such, within- and across test
pairs were always separated by three intervening word items. The
visual order (from right to left) in which words were shown was
randomized, while ensuring that half of all within as well as across
test trials were presented in both orders across task blocks.
Immediately after the temporal order test, subjects were given a
source memory test. Here, participants were shown a single, previously presented word and asked to indicate whether the word was
read by a female or male speaker. Subjects were likewise asked to
provide conﬁdence judgements. The ﬁrst or fourth items within each
event were tested on each trial, representing a boundary and nonboundary condition, respectively. In both the temporal order and
source memory tests, the initial half of the items presented during
encoding were tested ﬁrst to reduce recency effects. In addition, test
trials (unlike the encoding trials) were self-paced, with a .5 s ITI
between trials. Participants were given a practice block before starting the experiment, which was omitted from subsequent analyses.

Post-Task Questionnaire and Unprompted Mnemonic
Strategies
After participants completed the experiment, a questionnaire
was administered to evaluate subjects’ understanding of task as
well as naturally adopted mnemonic strategies. First, subjects were
asked to provide an open response stating their strategy for memorizing word order, and whether this self-reported strategy changed
throughout the task. The open-ended questions were (a) What is
the general strategy you used to memorize the order of the words?
and (b) Did this strategy change throughout the task? If so, please
specify approximately which block(s) your strategy changed.
Participants were then instructed to provide responses to statements
on a Likert scale, which included ﬁve balanced responses (strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, or strongly agree).
The ﬁrst two questions serve to assess subjects’ understanding and
subjective difﬁculty of the task: (a) I understood the instructions of
the task and (b) I found the task difﬁcult. Four subsequent statements
were included to evaluate the degree to which subjects used speciﬁc
unprompted mnemonic strategies to memorize temporal order across

item pairs. The statements were composed of strategies suggested
for participants in previous experiments (Clewett et al., 2020; Ezzyat
& Davachi, 2014; Heusser et al., 2018) and other common mnemonic approaches. In particular, the statements included four categorical designations:
i. Story-telling: I created stories to memorize the order of the
word,
ii. Method of loci: I used imagined spatial cues (or landmarks) to memorize the order of the words,
iii. Associative binding: I imagined the words interacting with
each other to memorize their order,
iv. Rehearsal: I continuously repeated the words in my mind
to memorize their order.
Subjective reports for these four statements were analyzed with
respect to overall memory performance and segmentation behavior.

Modeling of Segmentation and Serial Position Effects
We sought to understand to what extent serial position effects at
the list-level (i.e., primacy/recency effects; Howard & Kahana, 2002;
Murdock, 1962) and segmentation effects are both present in our
data. To this end, we applied a model ﬁtting approach to jointly estimate these two effects at the subject-level average data, considering
mean performance for items in the order during encoding (see Figure
3). We modeled serial position effects (primacy/recency; PR Model)
as a second order polynomial (convex for accuracy and concave for
reaction time [RT]). For the PR Model, we introduce a nonlinearity
so that the model follows import properties of the data: for accuracy,
a sigmoid squashing function to limit the outputs to between 0 and 1,
and for response times, an exponential function to ﬁt typical (RT) distributions. We constructed an additional model which consists of a
step function to estimate event segmentation effects across the sequential items in a given encoding period (ES Model). As such, the
step function captures memory accuracy and response time for order
memory (within vs. across) or source memory (boundary vs. nonboundary). While we ﬁt the PR model independently to the data, we
additionally exploit a model which linearly combines these two model
ﬁts (Combined Model):

1 if x - 2
ESð xÞ ¼ sX A ðxÞ
X A ðxÞ ¼
1 if x j 2
PRðxÞ ¼ a1 x2 þ a2 x þ c
CMðxÞ ¼ ESðxÞ þ PRðxÞ
X A ðxÞ alternates in its conditions depending on whether the item
is in the odd or even position (corresponding to within or across comparison). The predicted effects of segmentation are ﬂipped for RTs
compared with accuracy data given opposite patterns of expected
segmentation effects (i.e., faster RTs and greater accuracy withinevents). This can be represented in the model by a ﬂip of the sign of
the step parameter, s. We ﬁt the parameters to subject-level data by
minimizing mean squared error of each function using the Nelder-
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Mead algorithm (Gao & Han, 2012). After which, we tested the independent role of event segmentation in two complementary analyses.
First, we estimated the parameter ﬁt for the step function within the
Combined model and tested signiﬁcance for this parameter relative
to a null distribution. Second, we ﬁt the PR model and subtract this
model ﬁt from the raw subject-level data, reducing the inﬂuence of
primacy-recency effects. Subsequently, we recomputed our effects of
interest on the residual data (within vs. across).
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Statistical Testing
Throughout, statistical analysis was applied using nonparametric permutation tests. We used paired permutation tests when computing group-level results given our within-subject design. Across
these comparisons, we implemented 10,000 permutations to
ensure a reliable estimation of the null distribution. Signiﬁcance
was evaluated at p , .05. Note, we indicate the use of a one-tailed
test when an effect is evaluated in a speciﬁc direction, otherwise a
two-tailed statistic is reported.

Results
Effects of Speaker-Bound Events on Temporal Order
and Source Memory
We ﬁrst tested whether speaker event boundaries drive event segmentation, as approximated by temporal order and source memory performance. In keeping with ﬁndings in visual memory studies (Heusser
et al., 2018), we hypothesized greater within-event temporal memory
for items within contextually bounded events and greater source memory for items at event boundaries. While the subsequent analysis considered binned data across stimulus features (syllable-length and
written-frequency) and subjective conﬁdence, we report several notable

5

effects on memory performance, which are described in detail in the
online supplemental materials (Figure S1 and Figure S2).
Consistent with the hypothesis, we found higher order memory
performance for items belonging to the same event compared with
those across speaker boundaries (t(56) = 3.89, p , .001; Figure
2A). In addition, we showed that subjects’ response times during retrieval (Figure 2B) were signiﬁcantly slower when recalling serial
order across speaker event boundaries (t(56) = 4.65, p , .001).
These ﬁndings indicate that perceptual context directly modulates
order memory performance, such that items studied within the
same speaker context were better remembered and retrieved more
quickly. For source memory, also consistent with prior work (Clewett & Davachi, 2017; Heusser et al., 2018; Speer & Zacks, 2005),
we found that accuracy was signiﬁcantly higher for boundary compared with nonboundary items (Figure 2A; t(56) = 6.92, p , .001).
Further, subjects’ response times (Figure 2B) were slower for nonboundary than boundary item source attribution (t(56) = 4.84;
p , .001). Notably, slower RT during source memory could be
related to differences in looking times at event boundaries (Hard et
al., 2011). Finally, using a two-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (rmANOVA [analysis of variance]), we found a signiﬁcant
task (source/order) by condition (boundary/across and nonboundary/within) interaction for memory accuracy (F(56) = 46.32, p ,
.001) and response time (F(56) = 31.44, p , .001). Together, these
data suggest that speaker transitions serve to diminish temporal
order performance across these boundaries while concurrently
improving source attribution at event boundaries, indicating a
potential trade-off between these memory processes. This ﬁnding
from audition provides direct quantitative conﬁrmation of event
segmentation effects identiﬁed in visual encoding paradigms, which
construct perceptual events through embedding images in colored
frames or through using image categories (e.g., objects and faces;
Heusser et al., 2018; Sols et al., 2017; Wen & Egner, 2022).

Figure 2

Group-Level Temporal and Source Memory Findings

Note. (A) we ﬁnd signiﬁcantly higher order memory performance (proportion correct) for items within speakerbound events relative to across events. Furthermore, source memory performance for boundary items was signiﬁcantly higher compared to non-boundary items. (B) we ﬁnd that mean response times were signiﬁcantly slower
when recalling temporal order across speaker-bound events. For source memory, non-boundary items show significantly slower mean response times during retrieval. A signiﬁcant task (source/order) by condition (boundary/
across and non-boundary/within) interaction was found for both percent correct and response time. Error bars
denote 95% conﬁdence intervals. ** p , .001. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.
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Segmentation Effects Through the Lens of Serial
Position
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A critical open question concerns how temporal order memory
and source memory effects are modulated as a function of serial
position during encoding (Figure 3A). To our knowledge, the
dynamic variability in event segmentation effects at the list level
has not yet been reported in the literature. To estimate how memory
effects are modulated as a function of serial position, we subdivided
our data based on the test item position in each encoding list. For
source memory, we considered accuracy and response time for

boundary/nonboundary test items in the sequence these items were
encoded for each block (Figure 3B). Similarly, for temporal order
memory, we consider within- and across-event test items with
respect to their serial position at the encoding list level (Figure 3C).
This approach revealed several data patterns which are obscured
when considering the average data across experimental blocks (cf.
Figure 2). In particular, we ﬁnd that, for both source and temporal
order memory, segmentation effects emerge across adjacent test
items during encoding (Figure 3B and Figure 3C; one-tailed test).
In particular, we ﬁnd that improved source attribution accuracy for
boundary items is well captured across test stimuli belonging to

Figure 3

Segmentation Behavior Is Observed Across Adjacent Encoding Comparisons and Is Modulated by
Serial Position

Note. (A) Encoding task structure in a single block. Four events were constructed across 24 four words. As
described previously (see Materials and Method and Figure 1), order memory was tested within (second and sixth
items) and across event-boundaries (ﬁfth and third items). Source memory was tested for the ﬁrst (boundary) and
fourth (nonboundary) items within each event. (B) Source memory performance as a function of serial position
during encoding. Mean accuracy and response time are captured for boundary/nonboundary items belonging
to the same event. (C) Temporal order memory as a function of serial position during encoding. Broadly
speaking, serial order performance shows segmentation effects across adjacent test items; in this case, however, we additionally observe primacy-recency effects widely reported in recognition and free-recall paradigms (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Murdock, 1962). Error bars denote 95% conﬁdence intervals.  p . .05.
* p , .05. ** p , .001. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.
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the same event during encoding (Event 1, B vs. NB: t(56) = 3.89,
p , .001; Event 2, B vs. NB: t(56) = 1.63, p = .049; Event 3, B vs.
NB: t(56) = 4.47, p , .001; Event 4, B vs. NB: t(56) = 3.01, p =
.001). Similarly, faster mean response times for boundary versus
nonboundary items showed signiﬁcant effects for items belonging
to the same speaker-bound event (Event 1, B vs. NB: t(56) =
2.15, p = .017; Event 2, B vs. NB: t(56) = 3.86, p , .001;
Event 3, B vs. NB: t(56) = 2.05, p = .019; Event 4, B vs. NB:
t(56) = 2.85, p = .002). As such, we ﬁnd that source attribution
performance is modulated at the boundary (i.e., at the transition
from one speaker to the next) across individual events.
In the case of temporal order memory, a somewhat different pattern emerges: we ﬁnd that the ﬁrst and ﬁnal within-event comparisons during encoding appear to be modulated by serial position
(Figure 3C). Speciﬁcally, accuracy for these within-event comparisons is signiﬁcantly greater than for midblock positions (i.e., positions 2 and 3; Figure 3C; Event 1 within-event vs. Midblock withinand across-comparisons, p , .01; Event 4 within-event vs. Midblock
within- and across-comparisons, p , .01). When considering only
midblock items, accuracy for within-events items were numerically
higher overall but the pairwise comparisons showed a nonsigniﬁcant
effect relative to across-event comparisons (within position 2 vs.
across position 2: t(56) = 1.28, p = .1; within position 3 vs. across
position 3: t(56) = .65, p = .255). We did not ﬁnd this pattern for
across-event comparisons, possibly due to their serial position during
encoding, which never occupied the ﬁrst or last items during encoding session (Figure 3A). Similarly, mean response time during serial
order recall appeared to show a recency effect, with the ﬁnal withinevent comparison (Event 4) showing signiﬁcantly faster response
times than all other within- and across-event comparisons (Event 4
within-event vs. Midblock within- and across-comparisons, p , .01).
Nevertheless, similar to source memory, we ﬁnd that neighboring
items during encoding indeed show faster response times for withinrelative to across-event comparisons (within position 1 vs. across
position 1: t(56) = 3.35, p , .001; within position 2 vs. across position 2: t(56) = 2.95, p = .002; within position 3 vs. across position
3: t(56) = .12, p = .454). The effect found here for temporal order
memory resembles primacy-recency effects widely reported in recognition and free-recall tasks (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Murdock,
1962). In the subsequent analysis, we aim to control for primacyrecency effects to estimate the individual contribution of event segmentation in our data.

Model Fitting Reveals That Serial Effects Interact With
Segmentation Effects
The apparent primacy-recency effect during order memory retrieval raises a critical question: to what extent (if at all) are serial
position effects and segmentation effects concurrently present in
our data? We ﬁt a model to our data to shed light on this question.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁt two models: (1) a second-order polynomial
function to capture the primacy-recency effects (PR Model) and
(2) a step function to capture segmentation effects across adjacent
comparisons (ES Model). We additionally linearly combine these
two functions to construct a model which captures both effects
(Combined Model).
After ﬁtting these models to subject-level data (Figure 4A shows
exemplar ﬁt; Figure S3 shows ﬁt for each subject in our cohort), we
apply two complementary analysis approaches to estimate the
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contribution of segmentation while controlling for primacy-recency
effects (see Materials and Method). First, we ﬁt the Combined model
for each memory type (order/source) and behavioral measure (accuracy/RT; Figure 4B) and extract the step parameter s from the ES
portion for each participant. As such, we are able to capture the contribution of the event segmentation parameter independently of the
primacy-recency effects. We ﬁnd that order memory accuracy and
RT are signiﬁcantly captured by the step parameter in the combined
model (PC: param. = .02, p = .0245; RT: param. = .15, p , .001).
Similarly, we ﬁnd that accuracy and RT data during source retrieval
are well captured by the step parameter (PC: param. = .04, p , .001;
RT: param. = .13, p , .001).
In a complementary analysis, we ﬁt the PR model to individual
subject data, which affords us a parameter estimate for the
observed primacy-recency effect. Next, we subtract this model ﬁt
from each subjects’ order memory accuracy and response time
data and recompute the average subject comparison (within vs.
across) using the residual data, regressing out the primacy-recency
effect computed for each individual subject. This approach
revealed that residual accuracy is signiﬁcantly greater for within
than across comparisons (t(56) = 2.29, p = .028; Figure 4C). Furthermore, within comparisons showed signiﬁcantly faster residual
response time than across comparisons (t(56) = 3.71, p , .001;
Figure 4C). Together, these complementary analyses provide evidence that segmentation effects are present in our data, even when
controlling primacy-recency effects.

The Effect of Mnemonic Strategy on Memory
Performance and Segmentation
In the current study, we sought to understand the role of naturally adopted mnemonic strategies in source attribution and temporal order memory. Speciﬁcally, we tested how such strategies
during encoding affect both overall memory accuracy and segmentation behavior. We evaluated participants’ subjective reports of
mnemonic strategy use with a post-task questionnaire (see Materials and Method) for four key strategies. Three of the strategies
involved mental imagery: story-telling, imagined spatial cues, and
associative binding (imagining neighboring items interacting). The
fourth strategy involved rehearsal through silent repetition.
We ﬁrst tested the effect of mnemonic strategy on overall memory performance (using a Spearman’s rank correlation). Overall
memory performance was computed by binning trials across conditions for temporal order and source memory, respectively. We
found that subjective rating of using a story-telling strategy best
predicted overall temporal memory performance (i.e., grouping
within- and across-event conditions; q = .47, p , .001). We also
found a robust correlation between reports of using imagined spatial cues and order memory performance (q = .42, p = .001). Rehearsal, showed a signiﬁcant negative relationship with temporal
memory accuracy (q = .33, p = .015). Further, we found a trending but nonsigniﬁcant positive relationship between an associative
binding strategy and memory performance (q = .26, p = .052).
Overall source memory accuracy closely tracked the effect of
mnemonic strategy as temporal order memory (stories: q = .31,
p = .02; spaces: q = .38, p = .006; associative binding: q = .09, p =
.52), with the exception of rehearsal, which showed a negative, but
not signiﬁcant effect (q = .23, p = .09). These ﬁndings suggest
that naturally adopted mnemonic strategies had speciﬁc and robust
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Modeling of Serial Position and Segmentation Effects

Note. (A) Combined (step þ polynomial) model ﬁts for two exemplar subjects (see Figure S3 for model ﬁt for all participants). Speciﬁcally, we ﬁt a polynomial model to capture serial position as well as a combined model that additionally
includes a step parameter to capture segmentation behavior (within versus across; boundary versus nonboundary). (B)
Step (segmentation) parameter for combined model compared with a null distribution for each memory type and behavioral measure. We ﬁnd that the step parameter signiﬁcantly captures our data independently of serial position effects.
Gray dots indicate step parameter estimates for individual subjects and dashed lines represent group-level means. (C) In a
complementary analysis, we subtract the polynomial (or serial position) model from subject-level data. We ﬁnd that this
residual data preserves expected segmentation effects during serial order memory retrieval (i.e., within versus across; residual percent correct and RT).
* p , .05. ** p , .001. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

effects on subjects’ overall accuracy that were consistent across
memory types (see Figure 5). To evaluate whether some strategies
are used together or in an opposing manner, we additionally performed a Spearman’s correlation between individual strategies
(p . .05; Figure S4). We found that adopting a story-telling strategy is signiﬁcantly correlated with an associative binding strategy
(q = .55, p , .001), while other strategies did not show a signiﬁcant correlation with one another (p . .05).
Next, we tested effect of mnemonic strategy on our behavioral
markers for event-segmentation (DuBrow & Davachi, 2016). For
each participant, segmentation was calculated as the mean difference
between within- and across-event for the order memory test (withinacross) and, for source memory, as the mean difference between the
boundary and nonboundary conditions (boundary-nonboundary). As
such, greater positive values for these measures indicate a higher segmentation effect, or segmentation strength. Strikingly, we found that,
while overall performance is robustly modulated by mnemonic strategy, segmentation strength shows no signiﬁcant relationship across
mnemonic strategies for temporal order (story-telling: q = .061, p =
.66; method-of-loci: q = .02, p = .88; associative binding: q =

.08, p = .54; rehearsal: q = .07, p = .64) or source memory (storytelling: q = .02, p = .88; method-of-loci: q = .05, p = .71; associative binding: q = .18, p = .19; rehearsal: q = .08, p = .54;
see Figure 5).

Discussion
The present results show that memory effects of event segmentation are not limited to the visual domain (Clewett & Davachi, 2017;
DuBrow & Davachi, 2016; Heusser et al., 2018) but extend to other
modalities (see Figure 1). Furthermore, we provide primary evidence
that segmentation effects are driven by contextual stability in perceptual features as opposed to changes in internal state or decision criteria across event boundaries; these competing interpretations are
inextricable in prior work, which incorporates an encoding task to
drive performance (e.g., pleasantness ratings; DuBrow & Davachi,
2016; Heusser et al., 2018). Furthermore, whereas in previous experiments participants were explicitly asked to adopt an associative binding strategy (Clewett et al., 2020; DuBrow & Davachi, 2016;
Heusser et al., 2018), here we allowed them to adopt any mnemonic
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Memory Performance and Segmentation Strength as a Function of Naturally Adopted Mnemonic Strategy

Note. We ﬁnd that subjective reports of story-telling and spatial navigation strategies best predict source and temporal order memory performance. In
contrast, rehearsal strategies show a negative trending relationship with overall source and temporal order performance. While self-reported mnemonic
strategy appears to have a robust effect on overall memory performance, we ﬁnd no relationship between strategies and segmentation strength. Shaded
regions indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

strategy (or none at all) as they saw ﬁt. While the importance of
goal-state and prediction in event segmentation is well-established in
past literature (Antony et al., 2021; Ben-Yakov et al., 2021; Reynolds
et al., 2007; Rouhani et al., 2019; Zwaan et al., 1995), the fact that
the memory boost for within-event and boundary comparisons persisted despite these changes in task design suggests that event segmentation might be a more automatic process than previously
argued, at least in the auditory domain. In other words, the lack of an
explicit integration task suggest that participants may not need to
engage in a conscious binding process for segmentation effects to
arise. That these effects were not related to the strategies naturally
adopted by our participants further emphasizes this point. Notably,
however, the current paradigm does not rule out that participants’
knowledge of an upcoming word-speaker source memory test drives
event segmentation in an internal manner during encoding. That is,
attention to the source (gender) to answer the source questions may
promote the binding of presented words with their respective context
over time, increasing segmentation at speaker transitions.
We additionally provide evidence that segmentation effects, at least
in this design where there are no explicit requirements to change
encoding at boundary items, are modulated by list-level serial position
during encoding (see Figure 3). In particular, our ﬁndings suggest that
segmentation effects are captured across neighboring test items during
encoding (e.g., boundary and nonboundary items belonging to the
same speaker-bound event). For temporal memory, we also observed
list-level primacy-recency effects, generally reported in free-recall and
recognition memory paradigms (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Murdock,
1962). These effects were present for within-event comparisons but
not for across-event memory test comparisons. Therefore, the primacy-recency effect observed for temporal order memory presents a

potential confounding factor in our paradigm. We used a model ﬁtting
approach to address this concern. By ﬁtting the data to a model of primacy and recency effects (PR model; second order polynomial) and a
combined model incorporating an event segmentation model (ES
model; step function), we were able to show that even when accounting for the effects of primacy and recency, the residual data still show
a signiﬁcant effect of event segmentation. We are conﬁdent that the
event-segmentation results are not due to a potential confound of primacy and recency. The present results can additionally inform computational models of event segmentation that rely on ﬁndings from freerecall paradigms to account for serial position effects (Rouhani et al.,
2020).
We used a post-task questionnaire together with our passive
encoding paradigm to test the effect of naturally adopted mnemonic
strategies on overall memory performance as well as event segmentation behavior. An analysis of this data revealed that story-telling
and spatial memory strategies strongly predicted overall memory
performance (both temporal and source memory), whereas rehearsal showed a negative relationship with overall serial order
memory performance. The present results raise the question of why
a rehearsal strategy displays a signiﬁcant negative relationship with
serial memory performance. Notably, we found no signiﬁcant relationship between adopting a rehearsal strategy and any other strategies (Figure S4), indicating that rehearsal is not simply opposing
another more effective strategy (e.g., story-telling). Future work
could investigate whether some trade-off in encoding—for example,
rehearsal enhancing primacy effects (Modigliani & Hedges, 1987;
Reynolds & Houston, 1964)—is occurring with respect to serial memory accuracy. That said, we did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant correlation
between primacy strength—deﬁned as the difference between within-
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event order accuracy for the ﬁrst item pair and the subsequent (second) within-event item pair in each encoding block—and participants
ratings for using a rehearsal strategy (q = .075, p = .6).
Unlike overall memory performance, we ﬁnd no effect of mnemonic strategy on behavioral markers of event segmentation (withinevent vs. across-event and boundary vs. nonboundary). Together,
these ﬁndings indicate that temporal and source memory accuracy is
contingent on self-reported mnemonic strategy, whereas segmentation effects are seemingly robust to mnemonic strategy; this suggests
that event segmentation may be largely independent of internal mnemonic strategies.
The present ﬁndings raise several critical questions regarding the
underlying neural mechanisms that serve to segment ongoing perceptual experience in memory. Provided behavioral effects of segmentation can be reliably observed across sensory domains, the current
work provides opportunities for bridging ﬁndings with previously
reported neural signatures of event segmentation and retrieval (Baldassano et al., 2017; Clewett & Davachi, 2017; Hasselmo & Eichenbaum, 2005; Schapiro et al., 2014). In-depth efforts of this kind
would help to further inform the modality-independent neural mechanisms that govern event segmentation and possibly how these systems transform diverse perceptual signals to drive segmentation.
Finally, our ﬁndings set the stage for further investigating event segmentation for complex auditory signals, such as hierarchically organized language and music sequences (Dehaene et al., 2015; Hartley &
Poeppel, 2020; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1996).
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